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Maybe that‘s a bit of an exaggeration, but there 
is a kernel of truth there. Increasingly, in industrial 
production, intelligent adhesive systems are repla-
cing or supplementing conventional connection 
technologies such as welds, screws and bolts or 
rivets. The advantages quickly become clear: 
a wide variety of materials can be joined with a 
durable connection without any adverse affects.  

In addition, using parts joined with adhesives 
results in a lighter and stronger material which 
cuts construction costs and provides practically 
unlimited design freedom. Together with the easy 
application, these adhesives provide great potential 
for cost optimization. We develop and produce 
one and two-component adhesives and sealants 
based on polyurethane for use in the transportation 
industry, the construction industry, the filter industry, 
the consumer goods industry, the recycling indus-

try and the electrical industry. Our six Stobicoll® 
product lines provide suitable adhesive systems 
for each application. With these systems, we also 
support our customers as they improve their pro-
duction processes and products. We always have 
a wide selection of industrial adhesives available 
which meet a variety of requirements.

But application possibilities continue to develop 
quickly. For this reason, our development depart-
ments are making sure that there is a durable 
adhesive solution available for each individual 
customer requirement. Because we have had 
remarkable success in this area, our customer 
relationships are just as durable as our products.

We hold the world together



We keep our promises

Certified quality
Each product in the Stobicoll® range has out-
standing processing characteristics and offers 
optimum adhesion for a wide variety of materials. 
We achieve consistent quality of our adhesive 
systems through strict, thorough quality controls 
throughout the entire production process.

Our quality management is documented by 
our certification in accordance with DIN EN ISO 
9001:2008. Moreover, we work according to the 
guidelines of the Responsible Care Initiative, which 
promotes responsible handling of chemicals in 
Germany.

Excellent Service
Right from the beginning, we work with you side 
by side. Qualified employees offer full, expert 
consultation and make sure that your adhesive 
system meets your requirements perfectly. Our 
development departments create individual solu-
tions for you whenever you need them. Together 
with our cooperating partners, we are happy to 
consult with you regarding equipment technology, 
so you can use our adhesive systems effectively 
and to their greatest advantage. Our laboratory 
has a comprehensive set of testing possibilities 
available, so your product can be more than ade-
quately tested before you use it. And it probably 
goes without saying that we also deliver your 
order quickly and on time, where and when you 
need it.



We make connections  – 
Stobicoll® A for the electrical industry 

The use of adhesives is gaining importance in 
the electrical industry. Primarily in advanced 
production processes for industrial batteries ad-
hesives have become indispensable. Adhesives 
must simultaneously meet several requirements 
that are particular to this application.

Our two and three component adhesives in the 
Stobicoll® A product range were developed 
especially for use in this area. These products 
have excellent adhesive characteristics on a 
wide variety of surfaces such as SAN, ABS, 
PS, or polyester resins and a high resistance to 
acids.  

To achieve optimum results, all Stobicoll® A 
adhesives are solvent-free and are suitable for 
both manual and machine processing. Thanks 
to a variety of thixotropic and reaction times, 

Stobicoll® A adhesives adjust well to a variety 
of production processes. That impresses our 
customers as well: Stockmeier Urethanes is the 
world leader in the area of polyurethane adhesives 
for industrial batteries.



We make connections  – 
Stobicoll® B for the construction industry

As in every other production area, a trend toward 
material combinations and bonding elements can 
be recognized in the construction industry as well. 
Walls and insulation elements are produced in a 
wide variety of sandwich designs. Door panels 
and other elements used in interior design and 
construction are made of composite materials. 
In this case, the combined materials must be 
bonded so that they remain solid and sturdy over 
the long term. 

For this wide variety of applications, we use 
Stobicoll® B adhesives to produce one and two 
component systems that can be used quickly 
and easily. Of course, they also ensure excellent 
adhesion. To do this, we have adapted the various 
adhesives to match the individual surfaces exactly. 
No matter whether you are joining bonding 
elements or sealing joints - with Stobicoll® B you 

are guaranteed to have the right adhesive solution.
On request, we also have a flame resistant version 
available and a solution for especially critical 
surfaces.



We make connections  – 
Stobicoll® C for the consumer goods industry

From sponges to clothing wardrobes, from
washing machines to sofas – the application 
possibilities for specialized adhesives are nearly 
unlimited in the furniture and consumer goods 
industries. Film lamination for furniture surfaces 
and kitchen worktops, edge bonding or appliance 
cabinet covers can be produced with the 
appropriate adhesive system. 

We have adapted the adhesives in the Stobicoll® C 

series for this wide variety of uses. With our spe-
cialized products for post-forming and bonding 
of furniture frame parts in just seconds we can 
offer lasting solutions for furniture producers and 
their supplying industry. With the right systems 
we provide durable component bonds for white 
goods (appliances). Crucial factors for us here 
are the process quality, bond strength, durability 
and sensitivity to the environment. In addition, 

good adhesion during the process and short 
curing times ensure short working cycles and ef-
ficient production. After processing, Stobicoll® C 
adhesives also guarantee excellent temperature 
resistance, dimensional stability and resistance 
to humidity and moisture, so they contribute a 
great deal to the quality of the end product.

Of course we also offer special products for 
particular needs in this area of application as 
well. For example, colored or transparent ad-
hesives, offered in lightfast versions as well, 
represent just one of many possibilities. If you 
would like to know more, just ask us!



We make connections  – 
Stobicoll® F for the filter industry

Filter production is becoming an increasingly 
significant market. The demands on filter systems 
– air filters, oil filters, industrial filters or fuel filters – 
are increasing along with the diversity of materials 
used. The adhesives used here must be adapted 
exactly for these conditions. If used in the right 
composition, adhesives can improve a filter‘s  
performance and increase its service life. But 
production and material costs can also be  
reduced without a loss in quality by selecting  
the appropriate adhesive system. 

For the production of a wide variety of filter types 
we offer two component systems with structures 
that range from elastic to hard, pure foam systems 
and foam adhesive systems as well as potting 
compounds for filter end plates. For many of our 
products we have the FDA certification, which 
means that our product is safe to use in the food 

sector. Thanks to high product and production 
quality, all of the components in our Stobicoll® F 
product range have outstanding processing cha-
racteristics, which will have a positive influence 
on the efficiency of your production. Stobicoll® F 
adhesive solutions form a safe, durable connection. 
You can depend on it.



We make connections  – 
Stobicoll® R for the recycling industry

For a long time now, discarded products have 
been seen not as waste, but instead as reusable 
materials. However, these recyclable materials 
require special treatment. Among other neces-
sities, the adhesives used must be specially 
adapted for the material.

To help give rubber and cork a “second life“ 
as recycled products, we have developed our 
Stobicoll® R products, a range of adhesive solu-
tions that are particularly suited for processing 
rubber and cork granulate. They do not contain 
any plasticizers, are especially resistant to aging 
and have permanent elasticity. Thanks to fast 
demolding, they make a significant contribution 
to production efficiency. Our adhesives for foam 
help make mattresses comfortable for a relaxing, 
restorative sleep. 

In addition to the adhesives themselves we also 
offer additives, such as color pastes and cata-
lysts. In this way, you can rely on a single source 
for most of your production needs, and that‘s 
worth the effort.



We make connections  – 
Stobicoll® T for the transportation industry

Intelligent combinations of materials continue to 
gain significance in today‘s transportation and re-
creational vehicle industry. Sandwich construction 
for side walls or floor assemblies reduce weight 
and costs while increasing safety and improving 
comfort. Many lightweight designs for airplanes, 
automobiles, caravans, motocaravans, refrigera-
ted lorry panel systems or rail carriages cannot 
be realized without a wide variety of bonding 
materials.

Adhesion has become a key joining process and 
is replacing or supplementing the conventional 
connection methods. Moreover, the use of adhe-
sives also offers additional advantages: they can 
absorb vibrations or provide insulation for electrical 
components, sealing properties or corrosion 
protection. In vehicle construction, adhesives 
must meet particular requirements: elongation and 

strain, strong torsion, mechanical stress variation, 
great changes in temperature, humidity, moisture 
or exposure to chemicals. For this reason we 
develop individualized adhesive systems that we 
adapt to your exact requirements.

Most significant for us here are the safety and du-
rability of the adhesive connection. The adhesive 
systems in the Stobicoll® T range are characte-
rized by outstanding adhesion to a variety of mate-
rials and excellent resistance to aging. Of course, 
they are also solvent-free and available with various 
processing and reaction times. On request, we 
also have a flame resistant version. 





Stockmeier Urethanes

Polyurethane adhesives and selants are just one 
of the many products we create at Stockmeier 
Urethanes. As a specialist within the Stockmeier 
Group, an organization rich in tradition, we have 
been developing and producing polyurethane sys-
tems for industrial and sports applications since 
1991. In our own development laboratories, we 
find solutions that meet your requirements. 
As we have locations in Germany, France and the 
USA, we can offer you not only consultation and 
development, but we can also deliver the right 
product directly to you.

With our comprehensive service from initial con-
tact combined with the most modern production 
and distribution technology and certified quality, 
we convince our customers to become our long-
term partners. Our customers’ trust combined 
with the strength backed by the family-owned 
and operated Stockmeier Group, allows us to 
offer individual solutions which perfectly meet your 
project requirements - simply intelligent solutions 
from Stockmeier Urethanes.



Stockmeier Urethanes GmbH & Co. KG, Lemgo
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